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- suggestions made by the Association of Certifying Factory
Surgeons and to examine the sections to which we have
referred with the following question in their minds. Will the
alterations proposed to be made tend to increase or to diminish
the inquiry into all accidents in factories by competent and
independent investigators 7 We do not, as the matter

stands, see that the amount of information thus obtained
will be augmented by the changes proposed.

TODMORDEN’S WATERWORKS.

ONE of the conditions of modern life is that almost every
’town in the kingdom is engaged in a struggle for water. For
some years Rochdale and Todmorden have been carrying on
such a contest but after a stiff Parliamentary fight " it was
decided that Rochdale should take over the Ramsden
reservoir and that Todmorden should construct works at

Gorpley. The reservoir at the latter place has been con-
structed to hold 130,000,000 gallons which will give an esti-
mated daily supply of 621,000 gallons exclusive of compensa-
tion water. ’’ One feature of the work is the removal of all

vegetation from the bottom and sides of the reservoir." As a
result of this it is stated that the water, even without filtra-

tion, is remarkably free from colour. Notwithstanding this
fine sand filters have been constructed of such area that the
-downward flow at the surface of the sand will only be about
four inches per hour when all the water is being used. At

"this " slow rate of filtration a gelatinous film of mud and
microbes forms on the surface and so long as this film is

maintained intact the most minute organisms cannot pass
it." What is very unusual is that the estimates of cost and

also of rainfall were on the safe side. The total cost will

probably be just over 90,000. The works were formally
’opened on March 23rd and the water was turned on by the
chairman of the waterworks committee.

THE AERIAL DISSEMINATION OF SMALL-POX.

AT a sessional meeting of the Royal Sanitary Institute
held at Newcastle-upon-Tyne on March 4th of this year, Dr.
Louis C. Parkes being in the chair, Dr. H. E. Armstrong read
.a short communication on the aerial dissemination of small-

pox infection round small-pox hospitals. He drew attention
to the issue in November last by Dr. G. S. Buchanan of the
report to the Local Government Board on small-pox in Gates-
head and Felling in relation to Sheriff Hill Small pox Hos-
pital. Dr. Buchanan there expressed the opinion that the
use of this hospital had been responsible, directly or in-

directly, for a material portion of the epidemic in

Gateshead and Felling and recommended that the hos-

pital should no longer be used for the isolation of small-

pox. Dr. Armstrong proceeds to give some interesting
details in relation to a sharply defined group of 12
cases of small-pox at St. Peter’s, in the east end of

Newcastle, notified between June 27th and July 16th in
last year. Ten of these cases occurred in one street of
tenement dwellings ; the remaining two cases were

in closely adjoining streets. As careful inquiry failed
to trace the origin of any of these 12 cases, attention
was drawn to the possibility of infection having been con-
veYGd through the air from Gateshead or Felling. Of the

12 cases of small-pox in question the possible infection

period occurred on days when the wind was blowing from the
south-east in five cases, from the south-west in one case,
and from the south in six cases. In one instance only was
the disease likely to have been contracted when the wind was
in a northerly direction on days of possible infection. The

significance of the foregoing particulars will be under-

stood when it is explained that a south-east wind blows

directly from the Felling Small-pox Hospital and a south-by-
west wind directly from the Sheriff Hill Hospital across the
river to the locality where the above cases of small-pox

occurred. The former hospital is a little under a mile and
the latter a little under two miles distant from the site of
the outbreak of the disease. Dr. Armstrong refers to one
possible explanation of the convection of the variolous

poison to a great distance which has not yet received
the attention which it deserves. House flies are frequently
a pest in small-pox wards, settling on the face and other

exposed parts of the patient when the eruption is pustular or
crusting. With feet and proboscis perhaps laden with the
poison they may presently reach the open air and may be
carried by the wind to a considerable distance and so convey
infection. The attainment of a suitable site for a small-pox
hospital often presents the greatest difficulties but from
recent experience there is no doubt that it should be as far
removed from ordinary houses as is compatible with con.
venience of working and other practical needs.

IN Brisbane for the week ending Feb. 18th there
occurred 5 cases of plague but none was fatal. As

regards Hong-Kong a telegram from the Governor received
at the Colonial Office on March 27th states that for the
week ending March 25th there were 1 case of plague and
1 death from the disease. As regards the Cape Colony,
the medical officer of health of the Colony states that for
the week ending March llth the condition of the Colony
as to plague was as follows. At East London 4 cases of

plague were discovered during the week. Plague-infected
rodents were found both at Port Elizabeth and at East
London and at the latter place was also found 1 plague-
infected cat. In other districts there was no plague infec-
tion found in man or other animal.

A DONATION of ae:4000 from Mr. Alfred Beit and one of
ae:3000 from Messrs. N. M. Rothschild and Sons towards the

<E 100,000 required have been received by the treasurer of

Guy’s Hospital.

A SANATORIUM ON WHEELS FOR THE
TREATMENT OF TUBERCULOSIS.

BY WALTER H. HAW, B.A., M.R.C.S. ENG.

I SHOULD like to bring the following suggestions before
the profession with regard to the treatment of phthisis, but
before doing so I should preface my remarks with a few
observations on the prevailing ideas in connexion with its

treatment. The aims of the sanatorium regimen are practi-
cally as follows: provision for the plentiful supply of fresh
air and sunshine ; protection from cold winds, rain, &c. ;
regulated exercise ; regulated rest ; proper food and in
sufficient quantities ; encouragement of appetite ; bathing;
destruction of bacilli; prevention of dust ; food for the
mind ; amusements ; proper clothing; cooperation of the

patient in his own treatment ; and the whole with a view to
increasing body resistance. These aims are carried out
at great expense and trouble at sanatoriums and according to
published accounts with much benefit to the patients. The

advantages claimed are these : (1) constant medical attend-
ance and supervision ; (2) absence from disturbing in-

fluences ; (3) good food and encouragement of appetite;
(4) regulated rest and exercise ; (5) the improving effect of
seeing others improve; (6) the hope of getting well; (7) pure
air ; and (8) the patient learns how to live.
Although I do not intend to go into any details of the

scheme I think that I shall be able to show that most, if not
all, of these principles can be carried out in a simple way
and in one which personally I have proved of benefit in an
illness of my own, not however phthisis. The method is as
old as historical South Africa and is simply the adaptation of
the bullock wagon to the present-day needs of phthisical
patients. My suggestion is, in short, a long journey by
bullock wagon to occupy about six months. As my object
is merely the suggestion of the plan I shall limit myself to a
few details.
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Requi’l’ements.-A strong bullock wagon which could be
fitted up according to the fancy of the traveller, but
one with a tent covering half the body of the wagon
would be most suitable and it should be rainproof
and provided with windows and well-fitting flaps. There
should be steps also for mounting. A moveable bed-
stead and spring mattress for use either in or out of

the wagon and all other necessaries of a bedroom could be
arranged in the tented part and could be so made as to be
easily disinfected. Racks for books, guns, &c., could be
fixed around the sides. The flap covering in the front of the
tent might have an opening for the head for night sleeping
when the weather was not favourable. The luggage might
be carried on the front half of the wagon and this might
include camera, instruments for entomology, botany, &c.,
according to the taste of the traveller. A paraffin stove
would be essential. Further, a cow in milk could accompany
the bullock team and run alongside. As the rate of travel
would be only two miles per hour and the outspans would be
frequent there would be no fear of overtiring the beast. A
fowl coop could also be swung beneath the wagon but
should feathered neighbours be objected to they might be
dispensed with, for fowls could always be obtained at the
farmhouses. If taken the coop should be so constructed as
to be easily cleaned and disinfected. A barrel for boiled
water should also be provided as well as a bell tent and
spittoons for collecting the expectoration if any. The

clothing should be carefully chosen for extremes of heat and
cold. Lastly, a good cook, a valet for those who could afford
one, a driver and leader for the oxen, and, very important,
advice from an old transport rider who knows the ropes of
veldt travel. In fact, it would not be difficult to get one as
driver.
Let us see how far the above principles of treatment can

be carried out in what has been called the ship of South
Africa.
Fresh air.-The patient would almost be compelled to live

in the open air, the only protection, which, however, would
be safe and ample, being the half tent on the wagon and the
bell tent. As long as the weather was fine the patient
would be by preference in the open air. In bad weather the
tents would afford efficient protection. In fine weather he
could sleep in the open, in less favourable weather he could
sleep on the bedstead in the wagon tent, the head being
in the open air through the opening in the forward

flap of the wagon tent, proper provision being made

against sun, wind, and rain for its protection. Details
could very simply be arranged. It would be possible, then,
for a patient to make a journey in a properlv appointed
wagon not only in comfort but in comparative luxury and to
be breathing fresh and changing air for the whole of the
time. The variability of the air I consider to be a matter of
great importance and together with the varying nature of
the atmospheric temperature it would tend quickly to in-
crease the resistance of the body. As regards sunshine, I
need only say that South Africa is the land of sun-

shine.
Protection from cold Ivinds and rain and in S7(rWmer from Ithe heat of the SMM.&mdash;As it has been proved by observers that
cold per se is not harmful to phthisical patients this question
resolves itself into one of clothing. Provision should be made
for very cold weather, for it is by no means always warm in
South Africa. On windy days a sheltered spot could usually
be found for outspanning. Provision should also be made

against heat but I may say that the heat in the southern
portions of the colony is never unbearable. Rain must be
guarded against by attention to the proper details.
Regulated rest.-Rest could be taken either during the

time of travelling or during the time of outspanning. The
two forms of rest differ, that during travelling being com-
bined with more or less massage according to the nature of
the road and is most conducive to appetite and sleep.

Reg7llated exereise.-Regulated exercise could be taken
either during travelling or outspan hours. As the bullocks
travel at the rate of about two miles an hour the rate could
be varied ; it would be quite easy for a weakly patient to
get his exercise at any time of the day most suitable.
Diet.-Diet would be the chief difficulty but it might be

overcome with the help of a good cook and a paraffin stove.
I am informed by a good housewife that there should be
no difficulty, given a good cook and stove, in making any
delicacies required within limits, which limits are, I think,
salutary. There need be no trouble in getting milk, vege-
tables, butter, butcher’s meat, fowls, or eggs. Personally, I

know of no better stimulant to the appetite than a holiday-
trip in a bullock wagon. The water for drinking purposes
would require to be boiled.

ZM.&mdash;In this regard there need be little fear that the
dust encountered would be tubercle-laden except in those
towns which had become so-called health resorts for con-
sumptives, and such towns could be avoided, so that the

only precautions in this respect would be to wear a nasal
filter on dusty roads.

Destr1wtion of baoilli.-The infection of the wagon from
the patient would have to be guarded against by means of
close attention to the expectoration, which should be care-
fully collected in spittoons and burnt at the next outspan.
The whole wagon could be cleaned and thoroughly dis--
infected with its contents once a week. In fact, every
precaution would have to be taken that no expectoration.
or discharge of any kind was left on any article in the

wagon.
Bathimg.-A light bath could be taken as part of the

luggage but I think that most of the bathing should, after
a time, be indulged in in the streams in those districts which
are free from bilharzia.

ltZental food.-A small library could be arranged in the
wagon and there are good libraries in most of the towns.
Splendid opportunities are afforded for botany, geology,
ornithology, and entomology.

Lwn/wts.&mdash;Shooting (birds and antelope), tennis,
croquet, golf, boating, &c., could all be obtained at the

proper times and places, if sought after.
Society.-Those fond of social functions could make a halt

near a town. Acquaintances are soon made in South Africa.
But social functions should be avoided during the treat-
ment.

I have not gone into the matter of the cost of this
plan of treatment of phthisis but I should roughly estimate
the hire of a turn-out to be as follows : wagon, 2s. 6d.
per day ; bullocks, 6d. per head per day ; driver, 5s. per
day ; and leader, 2s. 6d. per day. This is what 1 have

actually paid for a wagon during a holiday. To wealthy
people the best plan would be to purchase a turn-out and
to sell it at the conclusion of the tour.

1 hope I have said enough to point out the advantages of
this method of treatment and I will now conclude with a
word or two upon the disadvantages. To one born and bred
in South Africa it would be somewhat hard to see the dis-

advantages, for such a mode of travelling means health pure
and simple, but to those brought up in luxury, and espe-
cially to those who are phthisical and whose delicacy may
seem a contra-indication, it might be thought that the
partial " roughing it " would be a grave disadvantage. But

, this is not so. As in sanatoriums, the cases would have to
, be properly selected. It would, for instance, be madness to--
, send a patient with advanced lung disease, high fever, and
. prostration on such a journey (it would be madness in theory
: but I believe that it has still to be proved so), but in suitable
. cases of incipient and quiescent lesions I do not think a
more effective method of increasing body resistance could

 well be found, involving as it does fresh air, rest, exercise,
; wholesome food, mental and bodily change, and, I was
i. almost going to say (so great is my belief in its

; efficacy from personal experience), the certain improve-
l ment in health. Of course, I could enumerate a.

r long list of what would be looked on as disadvantages,
; but in the end these would be found to be really advan-
atageous to the proper treatment of phthisis, which is
3 the gradual education of the body to increased resist-

ance to the tubercle bacillus. I wish that an abler pen
3 than mine could have advocated this method, but failing this
e send the foregoing in the hope that it may revive hope in
- the breast of some poor victim to the disease, and I think I
f may tell him with confidence that if his case is a suitable

one and he has the means to carry out the treatment he will
benefit enormously in health and vigour.
s Knysna, Cape Colony.

PRESENTATION.-At Hong-Kong on Feb. 24th
Dr. J. M. Atkinson and Mr. J. Bell, the superintendent of
the Government Civil Hospital, were presented with a gold
cigarette case each. The presentation was made by His.
Excellency Sir Matthew Nathan, on behalf of the Tsar, who
had sent the cigarette cases out to the two recipients for
their attention to, and care of, the officers and sailors of the
Russian cruiser Varyag, while they were in Hong-Kong. The
cases bear the Imperial crest set in diamonds.


